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ABSTRACT 
The differential cross section for charge-exchange 
scattering of negative pions by hydrogen has been observed at 230,260, 
29 0, 317, and 371 Mev. The reaction was observed by detecting one 
gamma ray from the tr0 decay with a scintillation-counter telescope .. 
A least-squares analysis was performed to fit the observations to the 
function 
in the c. m. frame. The best fit to our experimental measurements 
requires only s- and p-wave scattering. The results (in mb) are: 
a· 1 a2 a3 
230 ± 9 Mev 2.50 ± 0.10 1.39 ± 0.15 2.73±0.28 
260 ± 7 2.02 ± 0.08 1.75±0.14 ·2.15 ± 0.22 
290 ± 9 1.45 ± 0.06 1.80 ± 0.10 1.89 ± 0.18 
317 ± 8 1.40±0.06 1.85 ± 0.10 1.50 ± 0.17 
371 ± 9 1.08 ± 0.05 1.63 ± 0.08 1.18±0.12 
The least-squares analysis indicates tbat d-wave scattering: is not 
established in this energy range. 
' 
•. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
We measured the differ·ential cross· section for charge-
exchange scattering of negative pions on hydrogen at 230,260,290,317, 
and 371 Mev, using a scintillation-counter telescope sensitive to gamma 
rays from the reaction 
1T + p 
0 
-1r +n-n+2'(. { 1) 
The reaction was measured by detecting one gamma ray from the decay 
. 0 
of the 1T meson. We p·erformed the experiment at Berkeley in the 
meson cave of the 184-in. synchro-cyclotron. The energy dependence 
of the gamma-ray counter efficiency w·as measured in a separate experi-
0 
ment. The 1T angular distributions were obtained ·from the observed 
gamma-ray distributions by an analysis performed by using the IBM 650 
computer . 
. The purposes of our measurements were: 0 . 
{a) to investigate the 1r angular distributions at energies at 
' 
which no data existed or, where more were desirable; 
{b) to design and execute the work so as to attain greater 
accuracy than previously reported in our energy range; 
·{c) to pay special attention in the analysis to the search for 
d-wave scattering which has. not been observed for 
charge -exchange scattering; and 
{d) to make our work useful for future phase-shift analyses . 
. 
A brief survey of existing charge -exchange results ·.is appropri-
ate. When our work began no angular distributions for charge -exchange 
scattering were known from 22.0 to about 500 Mev except the counter work 
. 1 .• 
of Korenchenko and Zinov at 307 and 333 Mev·. The 220'-Mev measure:-
ment was performed by Ashkin et al. 'll. Recently we have learned of 
additional differential eros s sections by Korenchenko and Zinov at 240 and 
2 70 Mev. 2 Earlier angular distributions measured l?elow 220 Mev 3-ll 
have recently been·augmented by work at Chicago by Garwin et al. at 128 
Mev 12 and by Kerman et al. at 61, 95, and 150 Mev 13 using a lead glass 
:..5-
Cherenkov detector for gamma rays ... A~l other measurements were 
made with gamma-ray- sensitive scintillation-counter telescopes . 
. All reported. work below .330 Mev ·has been analyzed in terms 
of s--and p-wave scattering only. No evidence was-found suggesting the 
need to include d,.wave scattering. The size of e)(:perimenta1 er-rors, 
due largely to poor determihation of the counter efficiency, .precluded 
any conclusion concerning d-wave scattering at 307 and 333 Mev. 1 
Literature survey r.evealed three possible improvements we 
could make to reduce the size of errors in existing experir:nents and to 
increase the probability of detecting d-wave· scattering. The specific 
objectives guiding the designand execution of our work embodied these 
improve.ments. 
The charge-exch~nge differential cross .:section cannot be ob-
. s.erved directly, since the JTO meson decays isotropically in .its own rest 
frame in.a time interval somewhat les.s than l 0:-. 16 !3ec .. One rnu.st deduce 
the TTO angular distribution from a gamma-ray angular distribution ob-
served in the laboratory system. This la~oratory photon distribution 'is 
aberrated in direction and Doppler shifted in frequency by the motion of 
0 
the. decaying TT meson. ·We mea.sured the r.eaction by detecting a single 
0 decay gamma ray. from the TT meson. 
Two kinematic cha-racteristics of the reaction deserve mention. 
First, it is impossible to detect with our cpunter more than one decay 
photon from a given TTO , decay. .The minimum separation angle between 
t h f d . 0 . wo p otons ro.m a ecay1ng 1T meson 1s 
e . = 2 
nun · 
. -1 !;?1n 
where T 0 is the. TTO meson kinetic ener.gy in Mev. 
(2) 
.Miniml,lm separation 
TT 0 
occurs ·when dec~y photons emer,ge in the TT rest angle, for a given. T 0, 
1T 
frame perpendicular to the TTO direction of motion .. ·Minimum separation 
0 
angle pccurs for TT mesons produced at 0 d(;'!g, -i.e.·; thos~ with greatest 
.T 0. 
TT 
0 For· 371.-Mev 1T· mesons ·8 . . · = 
m1n 
an angle of 11.8 _deg_. 
15.5 deg. Our counter subtends 
Secondly, ·One observes at. each laboratory angle a broad spectrurr 
of ph~ton energies. ..The photon angular distribution only.apprqximates the 
.. 
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0 
'If angular distribution in both energy and direction. Figure 1 shows 
that it is kinematically possible to observe at any laboratory angle a 
0 ' decay photon from a 'If meson emitted at any angle. Thus, the net 
gamma-ray counting rate at a given observation angle represents the 
·counter's integration over the spectrum of photon energies observable 
at that angle such that each photon energy is properly weighted by 
(a) the detection efficiency for each photon energy, and 
(b) the appropriate differential cross section for the pro-
.. ,· duction of photons with each energy in a given direction. 
These kinematic characteristics are background for the following dis-
cuss ion. 
Three possible improvements in the experimental method for 
charge -exchange work using scintillation-counter telescopes were 
evident from a literature survey. Improvements were mandatory before 
any conclusion concerning d-wave scattering was possible. 
First, no experimenthad measured the gamma-ray angular 
distribution more forward than 20 deg (lab) except Korenchenko and · 
1 . . 
Zinov at 15 deg (lab). D-wave scattering has a significant effect on 
forward and backward peaking as well as a smaller peaking effect at 
90 deg (c. m.) We demonstrated that 0-deg measurements were possible 
provided the incident pion beam, which traversed the counter, did not 
jam the anticoincidence counter. 
Secondly, only two experiments had explicitly considered 
. . f h d . If' . 4 • 7 S h energy var1at1on o t e gamma-raY:. etechon e 1c1ency. . uc con-
sideration. is essential to treat analytically the gamma-ray spectrum 
observed at each laboratory-system angle. Most reported work used 
an average counter-efficiency number fo:f each laboratory angle. These 
5-10 
numbers were partly measured and partly estimated. To analyze 
the net gamma-ray counting rates, explicitly considering energy variation 
of the counter efficiency and analytically treating the gamma-ray spectrum 
obs~rved at each lab angle, we generalized, to include provision for 
d-wave scattering, the ~nalysis method reported by Anderson and Glicks-
man. 
7 The method's details are discussed in Sec. V and Appendix A. 
Thirdly, the largest single source of error in reported work 
is due to detector -efficiency indeterminacy. These errors are charac-
teristically 10% to 15o/o. Ashkin et al. 11 report 5% indeterminacy at 
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500 
400. Counter set 
at 0 deg(lob) · · 
· Counter set 
at 90 deg(lob) 
~ 
0~o~~~3~0~~~6~0~~-9~0~~~~~~15~0~~18~0 
Laboratory emission angie of ·.,,'o 
meson producing the incident photon 
( deq ) 
M U -1 YlH,J£ 
Fig. 1. Kinematics of the charge-exchange·reaction showing, for a 
given counter setting, the energy. of a decay photon incident:':fon 
the counter as a function of the emission angle (lab) of the 1T 
. meson·producing the photon. (Plotted for 37l.:.Mev incident 1T-o) 
. " 
220 Mev .. Most reported work neglects counter -efficiency variation for 
photons incident upon the counter face of( center and off normal. We 
found by measurement that such variation is not negligible for our geometry 
(Sec. VI. ·F). We developed the counter calibration method discussed in 
S~c:. VI for two reasons: 
(a) to measure the detector• s explicit energy dependence 
nec_e.ssary for the analysis ·method mentioned abo~e, and 
(b) to reduce efficiency indeterminacy to less than lOo/o. 
The three preceding paragraphs summarize the general ideas 
that guided the design and execution of our experir:nen.t. 
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II. EXPERIMENTAL AR.RANGEMEN.T 
A. Magnet System. 
Our experimenlal d.l'rangemcnt'for the.~60~, ~17-, ·and 
371-M~v measureme~ts is shown in Fig~. 2 'and 3: 
Negative pions' created on an interrial·beryllium target by 
. . 
the iropingin.g 730·~·.Mev. p·;·ol:·o~~ be~m ·wer'e partially m~mentum -analyzed 
by the cyclot.ron·fr:l.nge field. We used an S-i~. -b.or~ doublet quad-
rupOle magnet between the cyclotron vacuun1 rank :aml Lhe ·o~r:t'~diamctor 
iron· collim~tor: 
Final momentum ·analysis and bending through 55 deg was 
performed by a wedge focusing magnet. We designed the pole tips, 
beam entrance angle', and beam ex.it angle to give equal horizontal 
and vertical focusing. The 8-in. -bore ·symmetrical triplet quadrupole 
adjusted the beam focus on the. liquid hydrogen target. 
We u,sed. a 2-ft-thick lead brick shield for. the counter area. 
The 3-in. -diameter collim.ator was cast in a 4X4X24-in. lead brick. 
We inserted teles.copin~ bras.s tubes in the 3-in;.,.<;liameter tube to 
·provide the l-3/4~in. -diameter ·collimator us~d at all energies. 
We performed-measurements at 230 and 290 ·Mev during a 
se·cond eX:perimental.run. 'fhe arra:ngenH:mL was niodificd to use 
a_vailable magnets. Two smaller magnets, each bending the beam 
approxi.mately. 30 deg, re.placed the wedge focusing magnet. We sub-
stituted a 4-in·. -bore. tripietquadrupole for the 8 -in. -bore quadrupole. 
Otherwise, the experimental arrangement was identical for both runs. 
A slightiy large~ ene·rgy.sp!ead\vas: ~bs~rved' at 230 and 290 Me~ 
owing to the magnet' substitutions. 
.. 
s" Quadrupole 
ma net 
Cyclotron vacuum-
tank wall 
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Concrete shielding 
s" Quadrupole 
magnet 
L__j 
0 2' 
\ 
Lead .shielding 
a collimator 
Liquid H2 
. rtarget 
12 
~ 
A'', 
Gamma~ray counter 
MU -18579 
Fig. 2. Diagram of the experimental arrangement. 
ZN-2155 
Fig. 3. Experimental arrangement in the meson cave, showing the 
Orion wedge magnet, the 8 -in. -b~ quadrupole magnet, and the 
liquid hydrogen tar get. · 
.. 
290 
317 
371 
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B. Pion Beams 
Table I summa!izes the pion beam characteristics. 
Table I 
N e_gative-pion-beam characteristics 
± 8 
± 7 
±9 
± 8 
±9 
10 ± 1.0 
10 ± 1.0 
7.4± 0.8 
6.o ± r..o 
4.0 ± 1.0 
1.0 ± 0.5a 
2 ± lb 
2 ± lb 
a_ Electron contamination measured with gas Cherenkov counter. 
b EleGtron contamination estimated by calculation . 
. We determined magnet fields by wire-orbit measurements. 
Final en,ergies, energy spreads, and muon contaminations were· obtained 
by ·range-curve analysis. Figure 4 shows the integral and differential 
range curves for 371 Mev. The range curve segment between points· 
A and B is the region where pions are stopping. 
We defined the beam energy as corresponding to the. mid-
point of segment AB. The energy spread wa!3 defined by_ 
(a) considering the. full energy spread to extend from the 
lOo/o to 90o/o points of AB, and 
. (b) cor:;ecting this estimate to include pion range straggling 
in copper. 
Table I includes a 1.5-Mev subtraction for incident-pion ene·rgy loss in 
the first one-half of the hydrogen target. 
Point B determines muon qmtamination from 
(a) pions decaying before the last bending magnet, and 
(b) those pions decaying after the bending magnet which 
. I 2 . produce muons with ranges greater than 230 g em Cu. 
1/1 
~ 
.D 
:::1 
0 
'U 
.... 
1/1 
Ql, 
0. 
... 
I-
. -13-
.10 
.oe 
.06 
.04 
.02 
ol_~~0~0~~--,~±~0~~--~~qmo--~--2~i6o~~2~ Thickness of copper .absorber (g/cm ) 
II 
10 
9 
1/1 
nl 
.D 
:::1 e 0 
'U 
0 
0 
0 7 
...... 
1/1 
Q) 
ji·G 
:::1 
... 
'U 
0 
:::1 5 
0 
2
mn ?nn ?In nn ?V1 ••n 
2 
J~<:> 
Thickness of copper abso.rber(g/cm ) .. 
MU-19894 
-Fig. 4. Integral and differential range curves for the 371-Mev 1T' -meson 
beam.· 
·ZL 
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The muon contamination was corrected in two ways .. We showed by 
calculation that muon-beam contamination with ranges less than 230 
g/cm2 Cu was 1±0.5% for all energies. Secondly, we calculated muon 
losses due to multiple Coulomb scattering in the thick c<;>pper absorber. 
This correction was n~gligible for our beams. 
Electron contamination was measured for the 2 30- and 29 0 -Mev 
beams by using a gas Cherenkov counter as the' central unit in a three-
counter telescope, We used sulfur hexafluoride gas at 40 and 80 psi 
pressure. No such counter was available during the run at 260, 317, 
and 371 Mev. Our electron-contamination estimates·. by calculation 
agree well with those m.easured. 
Figure 5 shows horizontal and vertical pion beam profiles at 
the hydrogen target. We measured profiles with a l-in. -diameter 
counter in coincidence with the beam monitor counters. Profile width 
due to l-in. count.er resolution is subtracted from Fig. 5. 
C. Electronics 
Figure 6 shows the electronics block diagram. Evans coinci-
dence units 14 and Hewlett- Packard type 460A distributed amplifiers were 
used throughout. Our scalers were driven by Perez-Mendez- Swift 
amplitude discriminators. 15 They have an adjustable threshold from 
0.1 to 1.5 volts and are rated at 10 7 pulses per second instantaneous 
7 
rate. We used a Hewlett-Packard type 520A prescaler, rated at 10 pps, 
14 in the beam monitor circuit and Model II decade scale·rs, rated at 
6 . 
10 pps, fci>r final scaling throughout. ! . 
Photomultiplier tube bases for monitor counters 1 and 2 were 
modified f6r high instantaneous counting rates by placing a 1-jJ.f capacitor 
at the last stage. Dynode voltage decreased less than 1% during beam 
fallout pulse~. 
Each coincidence circuit vyas pulser tested for 5Xl0 6 pps 
instantaneous rate. The pulser output duplicated the cyclotron rate, 64 
pulse groups per sec, each of 400 f!-s·ec duration. Instantaneous counting 
rates for these tests exceeded rates used during the experiment. 
.... 
0 
-
c 
0 
E 
rJ) 
Q) 
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HORIZONTAL VERTICAL 
lr---~-=~--~--~ 
-2 -1 0 I 2 -2 -1 0 I . 2 
Position of l-in. counter (in.) . 
Mll-175.42 
Fig. 5. Horizontal and vertical beam profiles measured at the position 
of the liquid hydrogen target. .. · 
.;; 
,. 
2 
Beam monitor 
coincidence 
·r= 1 x lo-a sec 
-16-
Ce r. Sc.I Anti Sell 
Ml)-19803 
Fig. 6. Electronics· block diagram. 
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A gamma ray was inferred by the conditions: 
(a) a monitor coincidence between 1 and 2; 
(b) a Coincidence I from simultaneous monitor coincidence, 
Cherenkov pulse, and Sc. I pulse; and 
(c) a Coincidence 11 from simullat:teous Coincident:e T pnlse. 
Sc II pulse, and no simultaneous anticoincidence pulse. 
D. Counter T~l*"~rnpP. 
We mea~::~ul'eu tho:: .:hnrgo OJ{Cha\n~P rP.ac:.tion by detecfing 
single decay gamma rays ±rom the 'ITO rue::sun:5. Counter det<~il R ~.nd 
lhe hydrogen target ar,.:~.net-:un:uL a~~.-. .:1hovm in Fig;;. 7 and 8. 
A familiar type uf ::scintillation counter te.l P.scppe was used 
(Fig. 9). It contains aremovable Pb converter 1/4 in .. thick and a 
lucite Cherenkov counter which eliminates accidental counts due to 
slow charged particles. Figure 10 shows a lead curve observed while 
counting gamma rays from the charge-exchange reaction. 
Sc. I, Sc. II, and the anti-coincidence counter are composed of 
a solid solution of para-terphenyl in polystyrene and are viewed by RCA 
6199 photomultiplier .tubes through lucitc light pipes. l'wo RCA 6810 
photomultiplier tubes, with signals added, view the ChP.renkov counter. 
W c ma.gnetit:all y shielded the photomultiplt.eT tubes two ways. 
Each phototube was first surrounded by two concentric shields. The 
inner shield was 1/32. -in. -thick f.L ru~tal and the outer shiP.lc'l was l/4-in.- ·. 
thick soft iron. Rubber 0 ring;s provided spa:dug u~twe~n ohiolds, 
Seco:rialy, the telescope was mounted within a 1/8-in. -thick soft iron box. 
A sm.all beta-ac.tive source attached to each scintillat?r pro-
vided a means for daily checks on the detection sensitivity of each coin-
cidence channel. 
The lead converter defined the counter's subtended S?lid angle. 
Edge effects due to gamma rays striking the converter near.the edges or 
at an ap:gle from the normal are not negligible. We corrected for these 
effects by experimental measurements (Sec. VII). 
Beam -monitor scintillator 1 was 3X3Xl /4 in. , . scintillator 2 was 
Z:...in,''in diameter by 1/4 in. thick. They were viewed by RCA 6810A 
photomultiplier tubes. Their composition was para-terphenyl in poly-
styrene. 
.. 
-(. 
-1 8 -
1-3/4-in.- diam. 
Pb collimator 
118-in.- thick 
Fe box ------------~ 
Ccrcnkov ----~~----.. \ Pb 0.09-in.AI 
Vacuum chamber 
Pion beam '----
__ i_~~_f __ \_ 
14---20 ll. ____ ol4--- 21 ll_---+1 
0.02-in. Mylar 
end window 
\__0.001-in. AI foil 
heat shield 
L_ ___ Liquid- hyd regen 
container with 
0.02-in. Mylar walls 
MU-19804 
Fig. 7. Liquid hydrogen target and counter telescope diagram. 
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ZN-2396 
Fig. 8. Gamma-ray counter telescope and liquid hydrogen target 
arrangement. 
y 
"720-
Anticoincidence (6X6Xf> 
Pb converter(4X4X f> 
· Scintillator 111 (4X4x~'> 
Lucite Cerenkov (4X4X2") 
Sci nti II a tor IT (4X 4X f) 
I " 6 :te 
MU-18583 
Fig. 9 •. Gamma-ray counter telescope schematic. 
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y 
4 
o- Hydruytm in tar9et 
6- Hydrogen empty 
5; 
16 
3; 
8 
v v 
16. 2 
Lead converter thickness (inches) 
MU-19624 
Fig. 10. Gamma-ray telescope counting rate as a function of 
Pb converter thickness. The lead-in to lead-out ratio is 17 to 1 
for a 1/:4-in. lead converter. The target-full to target-empty 
ratio is 8 to 1 for a 1/4-in. lead converter. This curve observed 
at 40 deg (lab}. 
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All counters exhibited broad, flat plateaus. No long-term 
drift of the counter-telescope efficiency viras detected. 
E. Liquid Hydrogen Target 
The hydrogen ·target reservoir has been previously described. 16 
The spherical vacuym jacket was formed by wel.din'g together two spun 
aluminum hemispheres. The jacket was 0.090 in. thick. Beam entry 
and exit windows were laminated Mylar sheet 0.020 ·in. thick and 4.5 in. 
· ·in diameter. An aluminum flange clamped the end windows in place.· 
Vacuum seal was made by an 0 ring between the Mylar sheet and the 
flange bas·e. 
Hydrogen-cell walls were 0.020 -in. -thick laminated Mylar 
·sheet. The walls were bonded by a Versamid-epoxy r·esin to 1/4-in.-
thick brass plates forming the top and bottom. <::;ell dimensions were 
5 in. high, 4 in. thick, and 8 in. long with 2 -in. end radii. A 0.00 l-in. 
aluminum foil heat shield, with beam entry and exit: holes, surrounded 
the hydrogen cell. The cell's condition was visually checked through the f 
end windows. The hydrogen cell was emptied by: 
(a) closing the target cell vent line by a solenoid valve, and 
(b) introducing H 2 gas pressure (5 psi) into the vent line. 
A grid of dots placed on the cell faces served tw.o purposes: 
(a) target alignment, and 
(b) target thickness measurements. 
Beam-profile measurements defined the beam's trajectory in space. 
The target was aligned by adjustment screws so that the beam axis tra-
versed the hydrogen cell's center. An internal pressure of 1 atmosphere 
. . 
bows the hydrogen cell walls .. The grid enabled us to meas.ure the~bow·: .-
accurately. 
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Ill. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE 
Observation angles ranged from 0 to 155 deg (lab). We 
measured the gamma-ray angular distributions for at least nine 
laboratory- system angles. Running-time limitations determined thi::; 
number. Net gamma-ray counting rates per incident negative pion 
resulted from series of eight individual measurements at each. lab angle. 
Eight measurements .were necessary to include all combinations of target 
full and empty, Pb c;:onve;rter in and out and, "ar.r.irlent.;:l.l" r.r~hl eR in r~nn 
. . . 
out. Net counting rate .is given by 
We measured accidental counts by delaying the monitor coincidence cir-
cuit· output by one fine- s.tructure bunch tim .. e ( 5 .4Xl0- 8 sec) relative to the 
gamma-ray counter. Accidental measurements are discussed fully in 
·Sec. VIL W c made n'lea.suren~leliL~ of u.et counting rate at each angle as 
part of a regular cycle. At least three cycles were completed for each 
incident pion energy. No net counting rate was found statistically at 
var-iance with tl:tose of different cycles. Table II shows typical counting 
rates for 260 -Mev incident negative pions. 
We took special precautions at 0 and 10 deg. At 0 deg the in-
cident pion beam traversed the counter arid was electronically rejected 
by the anticoincidence counter. We made careful jamming checks for 
various incident pion fluxes. Forward data were found independent of 
beam flux below 8000 incident pions per sec on a time -average basis. 
Fluxes from 13,000 to 17,000 incident pions per sec (time average) were 
used for angles of 20 deg or greater. 
Ob 
Table II 
Observed gamma-ray'.counts ~.er miEion incident pions at Z60.:1: 7 Mev. 
Target and Type of 
·Angle (lab) (de g) 
converter Measurement 
condition 0 10 zo Z8.7 40 60 83.Z 110 155.7 
HZ in Real 173.Z5:i:l.46 137.54:1:1.88 96:44:1:1.01 75.79:i:l.ZO 51.80:1:0 0 71 Z5.79:!:0.54 11.94:1:0.~3 9.51:i:O.Z7 1l.lZ:i:0.34 
Pb in Accidental 9.17:1:0.97 Z.50:!:0.79 3.40:1:0.58 Z.S6:i:0.52 Z.80:1:0.53 1.47±0.38 0.88:1:0.:!3 0.43:i:O.Z5 0.72:1:0.16 
HZ in Real 7.60:1:0.78 1Z .15±0. 7 8 7. 72:1:0.56 4.34:1:0.42: z .35:1:0.34 L57:i:O.Z3 0.90:1:0.21 0.95:i:O.ZZ 0.63:1:0.18 
Pb out Accidental 0.50:1:0.50 0.86±0.5 0 0.60:1:0.35 0.16:1:0.1& O.ZO:i:O.ZO O.ZO±O.ZO 0.40:1:0.28 0 0 
Hz out Real 83.13:1:1.47 55.08±1.77 17 .ZO:i:0.65 7.76:1:0.34 6.06:i:0.4Z 3.00:1:0.31 l.88:1:0.2Z 1.80:1:0.18 Z.60:i:O.ZZ I 
.N 
Pbin Accidental 7. 75:1:1.40 Z.l5±0.5 7 1.14:1:0.40 0.83:i:O.Z t 1.00:1:0.38 0.60±0.35 0 0.45±0.ZO 0.86:i:O.ZO 
~ 
. 
Hz out Real 5.40:1:0.70 9.76:::0.8.8 4.09:i:0.4Z 0.50:1:0.1:' . 0.15:1:0.09 0 O.Z7:1:0.13 0.47:1:0.18 0.40:1:0.16 
Pb out Accidental 0 0.60:1:0.35 0 0 0 0 O.Z0±0.14 0.17:1:0.17 0 
Net counting 87 .OO:i:Z .9Z 79.98:::3.0 7 73.95:!:1.95 6Z.3Z:i:l.44 41.95:!:1.13 Z0.55:!:0.86 8.76:i:O.E6 7.08:1:0.56 8.43:1:0.54 
rates 
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.Our measurements were made during two separate cyclotron 
experiments. Measurements at 2 60, 317, and 371 Mev were made 
simultaneously with our colleague Perkins, 17 who studied the reaction 
TT + p ·- TT + + n + rr ( 4) 
The experiment of 230 and 290 Mev was performed simultaneously .with 
our colleague Goodwin, who studied the elastic scattering 
rr +p-rr +p. 
We 1"l."leasured t:he ,.- -?l'Ot:Or1 lOLill ane!iuilli6u cru::;g ::;ecliuu ill. t30 d.uu 
Z.90 Mev in an experiment tHat will be reported elsewhere. 
Miscellaneous experimental details are: 
(a) all photomultiplier signals were at least 4 volts at the 
coincidence circuit inputs, 
(b) the detection sensitivity of coincidence channels was 
main:.tainea constant by daily source count checks and 
slight photomultiplier ~ube voltage adjustments based 
ther.·e;on., and 
(c) discriminator tripping levels were maintained ·. 
uniform at 2 volts input photomultiplier pulse by daily 
pulser checks. 
( 5) 
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IV. DATA ANALYSIS 
Most reported experiments analyze the ·observed gamma-ray 
angular distributions by using· · 
da'Y = ('Y/M)net 
dw ntfG-6.0 e . (6) 
where ('Y/M) is the net gamma-ray counting rate per incident pion, 
. h net h' k . . t / 2 f .. th . t f nt 1st e target t 1c ness 1n pro on~ em , 1s e p1on percen age o 
the beam, G~O is the corrected solid _angle in sterad (see Sec. VII), 
and e is the detector efficiency for the average gamma-ray energy 
observed at a given angle. The gamma-ray differential cross section 
is fitted to the function 
da 
--" dw -L 1 
It is convenient for the least-squares analysis to designate the 
( 7) 
coefficie~ts as a 1 through. a 5 . For this 'reason we express the differential 
·.cross se-ction in the form above rather than in the form da = ~ a.f P1 (cos 8). 
. . dw ko 
The charge-exchange differential cross section is then obtained in the 
form 
da 0 
1T 
crw = L 1 
by use of the fact thc;tt each al. is. directly proportional.to the corre;-
sponding b1 . 
5 
( 8) 
This treC!,tment is not quite correct, h.owever. The detector 
efficiency for the average-energy gamma ray used in Eq. (6) is not a 
good approximation to the average detection efficiency at a :given angle, 
since we know the incident gamma rays range. widely in energy and the 
.detector efficiency var.ies rapidly with energy. Korenchenko and Zinov 
. . . . . . 
adopted this approximate treatment for their experiments at 240, 270, 
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307, and 333 Mev. l, 2 The above introduction makes clear the need for 
a more exact analysis methdd if one is striving for the maximum ob-
tainable accuracy. 
We refer the reader to Appendix l for a c·omplete de;rivation 
of the analysis method used for our experiment. This method avoids 
approximation at the expense of greater complexity. To exhibit the 
method's ideas we will pre sent a brief outline of the relations derived 
in Appendix l. 
Bee;inriine;·with Eq. (8), expressing .the charge-exchange 
cro·s s section ·in· terms of the de sired coefficients, a ·, one derives the 
. . . l . 
gamma-ray differential cross section in the laboratory frame, 
s J du l L P1 _1 (x)dx '(_ al P£_-1 (y) dn - .2 2 (y.-nz) l=l- 1 ( y-nx) 
0 0 
(9) 
where the symbols used are defined by Table XXII and Fig. 35 of Appen-
dix l and the equation is numbered as in Appendix l. . The integral of 
( 9 ) expresses the analytical form for the gamma-ray spectrum observed 
. at a given angle. The ga~rna..-ray di£fer.ential cross section is related to 
the observed counting rates by defining an 11 apparent 11 cross .section for 
. . . '7 
gamma-ray production in the center-of-mass system, 
( l 0) 
.• 
Equating ( 9·) ·a;nd .. (lQ) we:ha-v..e . 
e(x, z)P1 _1 (x)dx 
' 2 ('y-nx) 
( ll) 
where the de~ector eff1ciency e(x, z) has been placed under the integral 
sign:. ·The quantity G.6.n depends· slight! y ·o·n x and· should ideally be in-
cluded in the integrand of ( 11 ). Neglecting this dependence formally 
is a very good approximation because (a) the dependence is slight and 
(b) suitable averages haye been made for the quanti'ty OD.n (Sec. VII. B). 
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The analysis treatment is exact except for this approximation. 
To express ( p.) in convenient form for least-squares 
solution for the define 
Y(z) = 
ntfG.6.n 
. (12) 
K I. 
p.£-l(x) 
------,2 dx. (-y-nx) 
. Final! y we obtain a set of linear equations 
5 
where 
and 
Y(z) = L a1 X1 (z), 
.£=1 
(-yz-n~ y = 0 0 . -y - n z 0 0 
The-re are as many equations in the set ( 1"3 ) as there are laboratory-
system observing angles. 
The integrals e1 (z) Kl are integrable in closed form. 
Numerical evaluation of the expres·sions for 'E1 (z:), K.£. P1 _ 1 (y), and 
x1 (z) was performed using the IBM 650 computer. 
j 
solution. 
We now define the least-squares problem and outline its 
The least-squares problem is to solve sets of equations ( 13 
(13) 
( 14) 
( 1 s) 
for the coeffidents a1 . We have either nine or ten such equations in 
each set. A special characteristic of our problem is that the quantities 
x1 (-z·)._are not members of a complete orthonor~al set of functions. 
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Therefore, we derived a general least-squares solution and pr.ogrammed 
it for IBM 650 cotnp~tation. We applied the general least-squares theory 
of Deming 18 to our p~oble~. 
This program, named LSMFT, performs a least-:-squares 
solution of ( 13.) for coefficients a~, cort.s.idering as many as 10 variables 
Y(z), 50 variables x1 (z) and 5 parameters a 1 . Fewer variables and co-
efficients may be use'd at the programmer's discretion. The variables 
X.f(z) need not have any partiC~lar functional properties. The program 
first obtains a trial solution for the coefficients, a1 , by solving five or 
fewer of the equations ( 13.) by a matrix-inversion subroutine. The 
.., 
program then uses the trial solution to obtain final values for the a, by 
minimizing the ~east- squares sum of weighted residuals. At the programmer's 
discretion the program automatically iterates the solution any number of 
times. In practice we found, as expected from De:rrD.ng' s theory, that iteration 
more than once does ·not improve \the solution. 
. ' }lhp.ut data requilied for the LSMFT program are the experimental 
values of 'Y{z), x1 (z), their weights defined by 
w = 
x.f(z) 
l 
. . . 2 ' 
(~ Y(z)) 
l 
( 16) 
the number of equations in the set,. and the number of parameters, ar 
to be u-sed in the fit. .The error~, ~ Y(z) and -~x1 (z), were computed by 
propagating, through the expressions for ~Y(z) and ~x1 (z), the errors 
assigned to their individual factors. 
The computer output for LSMFT includes the trial solutions 
for_ a1 ; the final least~ squares solutions for a1 ; the reciprocal, or error, 
matrix; the least- squares sum; and irtformation useful for checking the 
program's internal operation. 
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V. RESULTS 
We present the results in two parts: (A) results of the experi-
mental observations, and (B) results of the least-squares analyses based 
on the observations. 
A. Experimental Results 
. Figures 11 through 15 show the observ~d gamma-rafy ang~lar 
distributions. To indicate the relative sizes of the various counting rates 
. 
combined by Eq. ( 3) to give the net gamma-ray counting rates we presented 
Table II' (See Sec. III). This table gives the observed counting rates for 
260-Mev incident pions. Relative counting rates are typical of those for 
other incident pion energies. Tables III through VII present the corrected 
experimental results used for the least-squares analysis. (In Sec. VII 
there is a detailed discussion of the corrections applied to the observed 
counting rates and the experimental geometry. ) 
B. Analysis Results 
We recall that the least-squares analysis by LSMFTprogram 
performs a fit of the experimental observations to the function 
5 
do- = ~ 
dw .1 _ 1 
( 8) 
The analysis results in the coefficients, a~,; their errors, 5 a1 ; and. 
statistical criteria for the goodness of a given fit. To obtain evidence 
pertinent to the presence 'of d-wave scattering in the charge-exchange 
reaction we performed least-squares analyses. assuming that only s-wave 
scattering is present, assuming that only s-and p-wave scattering are 
present, and then assuming that s-, p-, and d-wave scattering are present. 
Tables VIII through XII present the results of these least-squares analyses. 
The reported errors in the coefficients were computed from the error 
matrices given in Tables XIII through XVII by the relation 
2 2 (6 a1 ) = c11 a = cl.l.' (17) 
where c11 is a diagonal element of the error matrix and a is the variance 
of a function of unit weight. 
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Fig. 11. Observed gamma-ray angular distribution at .230 Mev. 
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Fig. 12. Observed gamma-ray angular distribution at 260 Mevo 
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Fig. 13. Observed gamma-ray angular distribution at 290 Mev. 
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317 .± 8 Mev. 
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Fig. 14. Observed gamma-ray angular distribution at 317 Mev. 
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371 ± 9 Mev 
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Fig. 15. Observed gamma-ray angular distribution at 371 Mev. 
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Table III 
. Experimental results for 2 30 -Mev incident 'IT me sons 
Net count rate 
Angle Observed ]final 
(lab) (corrected for corrected 
(deg) accidentals o~y) ('(/~ -6 
· (counts Xl 0 (counts'Xlo ) 
0 87.19 ± 2.4S 8824 ± 2.49 
10 . 78.20 ± 3.18 79.12 ± 3.21 
·. 20 72.44 ± 1.21 73.28 ± 1.27 
30 6 1. 1 7 ± 1. 2 2. . 61.85 ± 1.26 
40 46.30 ± 0.96 . 46.77 ± 0.99 
60 . 22.94.± 0.84 23.09 ± 0.85 
90 9.9.8 ± 0.55 9.97±0.55 
120 11.04±0.56 11.07 ± 0.56 
140 12.04 ± 0.53 12.09 ± 0.54 
·155 13:92 ± 0.72 14.00 ± 0. 73 
'( = 2 . 1 3 8 ± 0. 0 3 8 
, = 1.890 ± 0.044 
"o = 1.036 ± o.oo2 
, 0 = o.2711± o.oo62 
nt = (4.56± .09)X10 23 protons/cm2 
f = 85.3%± 1.4% 
/ 
G .6.Q 
(steradian) 
0.03700± .00037 
0.0 369 5± .000 37 
0.03673± .00037 
0.0 3638± .000 36 
0 .03599± .. 000 36 
0.0 3514± .000 35 
0.0 3458± .000 35 
0.03515± .00035 
0.0 3599± .000 36 
0.03647± .00036 
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Table IV 
Experimental results for 260-~ev incident rr mesons 
Net count rate 
Angle 
(lab) 
( deg) 
0 
10 
?:o 
28.7 
40 
60 
83.2 
110 
155.7 
Observed 
( C()~rected for 
. a ccideptals o_~ly) 
(counts XlO ) 
87.00 ± 2..92. 
79.98 ± 3.07 
~.73.95 ± 1.59 
62. .. 3L.'' ±· 1.44 
41.9 5 ± 1. 13. 
20.55 ± 0.86 
8.76 ± 0;66 
7.08 ± 0.56 
8:43.±0~54 . 
•' ~· 
y = 2.264 ± 0.029 
, = 2.031 ± 0.032. 
y 0 = 1.038 ± 0.001 
Final 
corrected 
· · ("y/Mhet. · 
(counts XlO-~. 
'd't.•·n ± Z.Y5 
80.87 ± 3.09 
71·. 75 ± 1.64 
62.9 7 ± 1.48 
42.32 ± 1.15 
20 .. 65 ± 0,87 
8.73 ± 0.66 
7 .. 05 ± 0.56 
8.44 ± 0.54 . 
.•. · 
, 0 = 0 ; 2 8 9 1 ± 0 .. 0 0 4 7 . . 
nt = (4.56±:.o9.)Xl0 23·proton~/cm2 · 
f =87.0%±2.2% 
G~n 
(steradian) 
0.03702 ± .00057 
0.0369 5 ± .000 37 
O.OJG73 ± .00037 
o:o3644 ± .ooo36 
0.03599 ± .00036 
0.03514 ± .00035 
0.03455 ± .00034 
0.0 3480 ± .000 35 
0:03660 ± .000 37 
~ 
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. Table V 
' ' 
Experimental re.sults.for 290-Mev incident .'ll' mesons 
Net count rate 
Angle Observed Final· .. 
. (lab) (corrected for · corrected 
(de g) accidental s .?gl y) ('V/M). . 6 
(counts XlO ) (countsnCXlO-.) 
0 s6.?.n ± 2.~4 86.93 ± 2A9 · 
'20 71.21 ± L35 71.69 ± 1.41 
30 52.77 ± 1.19 53.03 ± 1.24 
40·, 38.38 ± 1.06 38.49'±'1.09. 
60 l4A7 ± o·,69 14.31.± 0.70 
90 4.73 ± 0.50 4.55 ± 0.51 
120 4.53±0A3 4AO .± 0,43 
140 4.03±0.37 3.91 ± 0.37 
155· 5.00 ± 0.66' 1.91 :± 0.66 
'Y = 2.3 85 ± 0.036 
, = 2. l 6 6 ± 0. 0 39 
"o= 1.047 ± o.oo2 
,0 = 0 . 3 1 1 1± 0 . 0 0 58 
i'lt = (4.56 ± .09)X10 23 proto.ns/crn 2 
f = 9 l. 6o/o ± l. 3% 
c~n 
(steradian) 
0.03702 ± .00037 
0.03673 ± .00037 
0.03638 ± .00036 
0.03599 ± .00036 
0.03514 ± .00035 
0.03458 ± .00035 
0.03515 ± .00035 
0.03599 ± .00036 
0.03647 ± .00036 
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Tabl'e VI . 
. Experimental results for 317-Mev incident 1r:- mesons 
Angle 
(lab) 
(d eg) 
0 
2 0 
2 8. 7 
4.0 
60 
8 3.2 
no 
140 
155, 7. 
Net count rate 
Observed 
(carr ected for 
accidentals gply) 
( c, o un t E X 1 0 .~ .> · 
R4.31 ± 3.0 l . 
69 .41 ± 1. 31 
58 .42 ± 1.5 1 . 
40 .. 14 ± 0,88' 
16.69 ;t: 0.63 
. 5.08 :l;: 0.59 
3.05 ± 0,44. 
'4,06 ± 0.32 
. 3.17 ·± 0.42 
·.:.: 
'Y = · 2 .49.2 ± o<o)i': 
, = 2.283 ± 0.034 
. :~ .. ·. 
"o = 1.0~9 ± o .ooz . 
Final 
corrected 
<~~~~~n~}ln-~ 
R4.64 ± 3.06 
69.58± 1.37 
58.48± 1.57 
40.0 1 ±. 0 "9 5 
16.39 ± 0.67 
. 4.76.± 0.62 
2.80 ± OA5 
3.87 ± 0.34 
3 .. 00 ± 0.43 . 
':. . . .. 
. . ~- : : . 
110 = o.3255±o.oo5o · 
- . . .. z3 . I . 2 . 
. n:t = (4.56 ± .09) XlO · protons. em . 
f = 92.0% ± 2.2% 
.. · ... · 
.Gc.n 
( ste·radian) 
0.03702 ;;!; .00037 
0.03673 ± .00037 
0 :o 3644. ± ;000 36 
.0.03599 + .00036 
0.03514 ± .00035 
0.03455 ± .00035 
0.03480 ± .00035 
0.03600 ± .00036 
0.03660 * .0.0037 
I • • • 
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Table ·vn 
Experimental results. fb.r 37l..:Mev inCident rr- ines'Ons 
. . . ' . . 
Net count rate . 
Angle 
.- (1 ab) 
(d eg) 
.o 
10 
20 
28.7 
40 
60 
83.2 
110 
140 
155.7 
Observed 
·(corrected for 
accidentals -~ly) 
( c aunts XlO ) 
87.38±2.86. 
75.23 ± 2.36 
67.63 ± 1.47 
54.9 1 ± 1.01 
33.73 ± 0.73 
14.03 ± 0.56-
4.91 ± 0.43 
2.65 ± 0.45 
1.34 ± 0.35 
2.90 ± 0.33 
'Y = 2. 69 9 ± 0. 0 3 3 
.T)= 2.507 ± 0.036 
'Yo= 1.o6o ~ o .ooz 
Final 
corrected 
("V/M)~ -6 (countsexlO ) 
86.10 ± 2.99 
7 3 . 8 3 ± 2 .49 . 
66.24 ± 1. 66 
53.51 ± 1.20 
32.28±0.90 
12.75 ± 0.69 
3.92 ± 0.52 
1.93 ± 0.50 
0.72 ;t 0.40 
2.39 ± 0;39 
T) 0 = 0. 3 57 8±0 . 0 50 
nt=(4.56±.09)Xl0 23 protons/cm 2 
f = 94.0o/o ± 1. 5% 
G .6.n 
( ste.radian) 
0.0 3702 ± .000 37 
0.03696 ± .00037 
0.03673.± .00037 
0.0 3644 ± .000 36 
0.0 3599 ± .000 36 
0.03514 ±" .00035· 
0.0 3455 ± .000 35· 
0.0 3480 ± .000 35 
0.03600 ± .00036 
0.03660 ± .00037 
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. Table VIII 
Results of ~he a1l~t- squares fits of, the 2 30~8 -Mev measurements 
to the functwn em= J a1 P1 ~~) for d1fferent values·of 1.(the number 
of coefficients used Tor the fit) and k (the number of degrees .of free-
dom) · · 
.f=l, k=8 1=2,k=7 1=3;k=6 1=4,k=5 .t=5,k~4 
3.24±.10 2.99±.10 2.50±.10 2.50±.10 2.50±.10 
1.62±.16 '1.39±,15 1.47±.16 1.47±.16 
~.73+.28 ?. . 77±.28 2,, ~2±. 30 
0.29 .1.2. 5 0 .l6±.2 6 
-O.:H±.78 · 
----------------~-----~------~-~--------------------------------
' . 
Least- squares 
sumS of 
yveighted 
residuals 183.7· · 85:35 2.41 1.09 0.89 
.;. 
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Table IX 
. Results of the l1fc:st- S!=Juares fits of the 260±7 -Mev measurements 
to the function a~=) . a1 P.t!f) for different values of 1 (the number 
of coefficients used f!r the fit) and k (the number of degrees of free-
dom) 
1= l' k= 7 
al 2.80±0.08 
a.., 
L. 
a3 
a4 
as 
Least-squares 
sum S of 
weighted 
residuals 299.3 
.f=2,k=6 
2 .20±0.08 
2.18±0.14 
93.29 
i=3,k=5 .f=4, k=4 .f=5, k=J 
2 .02±0 .08 2 .02±0.08 2 .02±0.08 
1.75±0.14 1;76±0.15 l. 7 5±0 .15 
2.15±0.22 2.16±0.22 2 .20±0.24 
0 .05±0.19 0.03±0.20 
-0.2 5±0.55 
1.62. 1.56 1.35 
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Table X 
Results of the ldast~quares fits of the 290±9 -Mev measurements 
to the function dg = I- af P1_(f) for different values of l (the number 
of coefficients used for the fit) and k (the number of degrees of free-
dom) 
1;.l,k=7 1=2, k=6 
al 1. 77±0;,06 1.68±0".06 
a2 
a3 
a4 
a5 ----
Least- squares 
sumS of 
weighted 
residuals 462.9 
1.81±0 .11 
---
107.68 
1~3,k=5 l=4,k=4 1==5, k=3. 
1.45±0~06 1.45±0.06 1.45±0.06 
1.80±0 .1 0 1.77±0.11 1. 77±0 .11 
1.89±0.18 1.89±0.18 1.91±0 .19 
-0 . .17±0.16 -0 .18±0 .16 
-0.16;±;0,15 
2.03 0.94 0.82 
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Table XI 
RestiVs of t~e l1fcst-fquares fits of the 317±8-Mev measurements 
. to the f~n~tion ~ ~ ~ alP.f_<_r) for different values of l (the number 
of coef£1c1ents used for the flt) and k (the number of degrees of free-
dom) 
I.= 1' k= 7 1=2,k=6 
al 1. 51 ±O. o 5· ·: 1 :51 ±O. o 6 
a2 
a3 
a4 
a5·· 
Least- squares 
sum S of 
weighted 
residuals 514.2 
1.86±0.10 
82.44 
~.;;;3, k= 5 .t= 4, k=4 .f:::.5,k=3 
1.40±0.06 1.40±0.06 l. 39±0 .06 
1.85±0.10 1.85±0 .1 0 1.87±0.11 
1.50±0.17 1.49±0.17 1.50±0.17 
(>.02±0.15 0.0 1±0 .15 
-0.35±0.42 
1.69 1.65 0.9 3 
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Table XII 
Results of ~he la_3=-st-squares fits of_the 371±9-Mev measurements 
to the functwn drl =~ a.fP.tJ?-) for dlfferent values of.f(the number 
of coeffcients used for the fit) and k(the number of degrees of free-
dom) 
.f=1,k=8 1=2,k=7 .f=3,k=6 1=4,k=5 .f=5,k=4 
1.30±0.04 l.l8;t0.05 1.08±0,05 LOR;t;O.OS l.OR;t;0.05 
Least- squares 
sum S of 
weighted 
residuals ·660.5 
Ln.±U"UH 1.63±U.UH 1.62±0.0H 1.62±0.0H 
94.23 
1.18±0 .12 1.18±0. 12 1.16±0 .13 . 
4.47 
-0.07±0.11 -0.06±0.11 
0.16±0.27 
4.12 3.80 
...:46-
Table. XIII 
Error matrices for the one-coefficient fits 
230-Mev c 11 = 0.009 30 
260-Mev c 11 = 0.00625 
290-Mev c 11 = 0.00332 
317-Mev 
.. c 11 = 0.002 68 
371-Mev ell = 0.00192 
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230 Mev 
.00903 - .00297 
.0240 
260 Mev 
.00658 - .00475 
.0192 
290 Mev 
.00380 .,. .000326 
.0110 
3-17 Mev . 
. 00331 - .000034 
,0104 
371 Mev 
.00220 - .000357 
•, .. 
:00659 
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eli cl2 cl3 
c22 c2 3 
230 Mev 
.00942 - .00125 ·-.0120 
.0214 -.00620 
· 260 Mev 
.006;15 - . 00350 
.0198 
290 Mev 
.0759 
-.00340 
- .0 10 1 
.0467 
.00384 - .000269 -.00332 
.0106 -.000009.9 
.0319 
317 Mev 
.. 00334 .0000070 -.00191 
.0103 
371 Mev 
-.00029 
.0274 
.00218 .- .0002'31 -.00119 
.00647 -.00112 
.0152 
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Table XVI. Error matrices for the four-coefficient fits 
. 230 Mev 
.0094t1 -.0014:4 ·...,,017.1 .-.fiOOt14R 
-.0260 -.00409 .01'67 
. 0 7 7 5 . 0 0 8 39 
.0644 
260 Mev 
.00618 -.00372 :.. .00350 -.00.0806 
.0221 -.00889 .00909 
.0474 .00489 
.0364 
290 Mev 
' 
.00384 -.000341 -.00334 -.000431 
.0113 .- .. ooo 108.00455 
.0319 -.000644 
.0262 
317 Mev 
.00334 .00035 -.00192 .00020 
()1()8 -.00047 . 00325 
.0275 -. 00127 
371 Mev 
.00218 -.000192 -.00119 
.00696 -.00108 
.0152 
.0225 
.000173 
.002 56 
.. 00012 
.012 7 
·-·so-
Table XVII. Error rna trices for. the five -coefficient fits 
c 11 c 12 c-1· 3 c 14 c 1 5 
c·22 c23 c24· c25 
c33 c34'C35 
c44 ·c45 
CS5 
' 
2 30 Mf!v 
.009 52 -.00149 -.0130 -.000116 :00624 
.0261 -.00344 .0163 -.00420 
.0921 .000406 .. -.09 36 
.0689 .0518 
.609 
260 Mev 
.0062 8 -.00395. -.002 70 · - ;o,o 118 -.00463 
.0229 - .0 115 .0103 .0143 
.0571 .00051 -.0 536 
.0386 .0249 
.302 
290 Mev 
.00385 -.000 349 -.00350 -.000367 ,00157 
.0113 .00000 30 .00449 -.00109 
.0342 -.00151 -.00213 
.0265 .00828 
.205 
317 Mev 
.00335 -.000012 -.00192 .000229 .0009 09 
.0112 -.00031 .0029 4 -.00830 
,0277 -.00139 -.00359 
.0228 .00642 
.175 
371 Mev 
.00219 -.000164 -.00108 .00014 7 -.000953 
.00699 -.000857 .002 50 -.00196 
.0160 -.000100 -.00789 
.0127 .00190 
.0725 
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For random pr-ocesses, such as ohserved counting --rates,· whose frequency 
·. - ' .. . 
is distributed according to the Pois sori distribution the variance of a 
function of unit weight is taken as unity. Section VIII discusses the least-
squares analyses in detail. 
. The coefficients a 1, a 2 , a3' a4 -.and a 5 as a function of incident 
pion kinetic energy are plotted on Figs. 16 through 20. Figures 16, 17, and 
18 also show the experimental results of Korenchenko and Zinov. 12 
The chrir se- cxehll.tige S.tigular dietributione C011"Jputed frOlYJ the 
coefficients a1 by Eq. (8) are shown in Fig. 21. The coefficients used are 
those for the three-coefficient fit, which is the "best" fit as described in 
Sec. VIII. 
Figure 22 shows the charge-exc:hange total c:ross sec:tion rt.s rt. 
function of incident pion kinetic energy. The total cross sections shown 
in Table XVIII were computed by integrating Eq. ( 8), 
(18) 
All known charge-exchange experiments are plotted on Fig. 22. 
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~- Korenchenko S Zinov 
~-This experiment 
Incident pion kinetic energy 
MU-19805 
. Fig. 16. Coefficient a 1 vs. incident pion kinetic energy. 
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~ Korenchenko B Zinov 
2 This experiment 
Incident pion kinetic energy \Mev) 
MU-19806 
Fig. 17. Coefficient a 2 vs. incident pion kinetic energy. 
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250 
~- Korenchenko S Zinov 
~-This experiment 
Incident pion kinetic energy 
MU-19815 
Fig. 18. Coefficient a 3 vs. incident pion kinetic energy. 
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8 ~ 4- coefficient fit 
~ 5- coefficient fit 
200 250 300 350 
Incident pion kinetic energy (Mev) 
MU-i9807 
Fig. 19. Coefficient a 4. vs. incident pion kinetic energy for both 
four- and S-coeffic1ent ·fits to the data. 
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Fig. 20. Coefficient a 5 vs. incident pion kinetic energy for the 5 
coefficient fit to tlie data. 
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230 Mev·· 
7T; 0 meson 
Fig. 21. Charge-exchange angular distributions in the c. m. system 
computed .from the 11best fit" coefficients. for the three-coefficient 
fit. The errors shown ·indicate.the size of the error.bands. 
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Incident pion energy 
2- This experiment 
~-Other experiments 
( Mev) 
MU-19810 
Fig. 22. Charge-exchange total cross section vs. incident pion kinetic 
energy. 
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Table XVIII 
Charge-exchange total cross section 
computed from (}" = 4lT(a 1 ±6a 1 ). mb 
Incident pion 
kinetic energy 
(Mev) 
230 
260 
290 
317 
371 
Total 
cross section 
(mb) 
30.4 ± 1.3 
25.4 ± 1.0 
18.2 ± 0.8 
.17.6 ± 0.8 
13.6 ± 0.6 
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\ VI. COUNTER- TELESCOPE CALIBRATION 
I 
A. Introduction 
The purpose of the gamma-ray counter calibration was to 
measure by a direct method the absolute detection efficiency as a 
function of incident gamma-ray energy. 
The method we used measures· the counter's response to a 
well-collimated bremsstrahlung beam of various peak energies from 
the 32 5-Mev Berkeley synchrotron. Obtaining the efficiency, E (k), from 
these measurements is discussed in Sec. VI. D. Absolute efficiency 
determination depends on accurate measurement of th'e low-intensity 
bremsstrahlung beam we used. Monitoring this feeble beam was made 
possible by a suitable choice of collimators and by using a pair spectra-
meter as intermediate beam monitor between a thick-walled ionization 
19 
chamber and the gamma-ray counter (Sec. VI. B). 
We also measured the relative counter efficiency ·as a function 
of incident beam's position and angle of incidence upon the gamma-ray 
counter telescope. 
B. Experimental Arrangement 
Figure 2 3 shows the experimental arrangement for the counter 
cali?ration. The 5/16-in. -diameter lead collimator was found necessary 
to r·educe off-axis beam intensity incident upon the pair spectrometer, 
(a) to reduce pair spectrometer accidental counts for a given 
beam intensity along the beam axis, and 
(b) to illuminate the pair spectrometer converter only near the 
beam axis. 
Cornell chambers 19 I and II, thick-walled ionization chambers 
carrying the bremsstrahlung beam absolute calibration, were identical. 
Cornell-chamber I was used for pair spectrometer cutoff curves and 
bremsstrahlung spectrum normalization. It was removed from the beam 
line during measurements of response. of the gamma-ray counter and 
Cornell chamber II. Cornell chamber II was removed from the beam 
line during counter -response measurements. 
111 Pb collimator 
4 I 
t 
Synchro;J)-
~ 
-61-
Cornell 
chamber I 
a-ray 
counter 
\ 
Sweep Cornell 
Rotating and 
translating 
7"' 
magnet chamber .II 
I I I 
o· s· 10' 
MU-19629 
Fig. i3. Experimental arrangement for gamma-ray counter calibration. 
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The pair spectrometer made possible monitoring of the 
bremsstrahlung beam over the large range of beam intensity between 
(a) the relatively high intensity needed to charge Cornell 
chamber II at a detectable rate and 
(b) the jamming point of the gamma-ray counter at a much 
lowelr" intensity. 
The 1/8-in. -diameter lead collimator permitted transmission 
of a sufficiently small fraction of the incident beam to allow simultaneous 
operation of both pair spectrometer and gamma-ray counter. Beam spot 
diameter incident upon the counter face was less than 1/4 in. 
1\ rotating and translating counter mount permitted measure-
ment of the relative counter efficiency as a function of both beam position 
and beam angle of incidence upon the counter telescope face. 
Sweep magnets downstream from ,each collimator elhninated 
electrons from the beam line. 
C. Electl;onic s anJ Beam Monilo:r iug 
Electronic block diagrams for the gamma-ray counter 
efficiency measurements are shown in Figs. 24, 25, and 26. 
The pair- spectrometer rriultipl'e:-c.oin:ci.dence circuit was a 
diode-bridge type. Three pair- spectrometer channels were used. 
A E . 'd . . 14 d f h n vans co1nc1 ence c1rcu1t was use or t e gamma-ray 
counter telescope. 
A Cary Model 31 Vibrating -Reed Electrometer was success-
fully used to accurately measure the small currents obtained from 
Cornell chamber II. The Model II Integrating Electrometers one usually 
finds satisfactory for relatively high currents were unusable. On the 
most sensitive scales random-drift rates were larger than the currents 
to be measured. Drift rates of the Cary Vibrating-reed electrometer 
were negligible in relation to the currents measured. 
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Fig. 24. Gamma-ray counter telescope: electronics block diagram. 
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Fig. 25. Pair spectrometer: electronics block diagram. 
I 
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Fig. 26. Cornell chamber: electronics block diagram. 
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D. Theory 
Ap.pendix B presents a de:dvatioil of the relations·necessary 
·to obtain the gamma-ray ·counter efficiency from experimental measure-
ments. The counter· efficiency as an explicit function of incident photon 
I 
energy, k, l.s given by 
<(k) = a tn ~;9 (19) 
where a is the parameter to be measured anci kth is the measured energy 
threshold of the counter, in Mev. The parameter a can be related to the 
measurements by 
a = 
ai·[Ai- lCJ 
'{i 
Appendix B gives definitions of the factors of Eq. (20). 
Our purpose here is to briefly discuss how one evaluates 
( 20) 
Eq. (20). Experimental techniClues are discussed in Sec. IV. E. Experi-
mental and computational results together with the final value for a are 
presented in Sec. ·vJ. F. 
The quantity of y. (counts/f.Lcoulomb) was obtained from the 
1 ' 
product of the experimental ratios 
where 
y. = G.H. 
1 1 1 
G. = net y-ray telescope counts __ . 
1 net pair spectrometer counts 
H. 
1 
= net pair spectrometer counts 
f.LCOulombs from Cornell Chamber II 
Integr~ls Ai' Bi' and Ci were evaluiited by plotting the inte-
gran~s and ~easuring the area thereunder by .planimeter. The inte-
grand,s .were obtained by using the bremsstrahlung spectra B.(k) due to 
Schiff, 20 with. the constant.·: ·c set· equal to 111. These spectr
1
a were 
( 2 1) 
(22) 
(2 3) 
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-20 
obtained by integrating the Be the -Heitler eros s section over radiation-
straggled angles and photon angl~s. The Berkeley synchrotron uses a 
0.020-in. -thick platinum target (Z = 78). The. spectrum used is averaged 
over photon angles because electron scattering in the platinut:t:J target 
effectively samples all_angles of photon emission. Computatiqri of the 
spectra was performed by IBM 650 computer. The spectra have not 
been corrected for the energy spread ink due to the spread in 
. ·. · . max. 
beam spill-out time. Thi's
1 
energy sprea<;i ambunts to less than ±0.5%. 
Figure 2 7 shows the spectra used. 
The constant a. was obtained frorn the quollent 
. 1 
a.= N./B. 
1 l l 
where B. was evaluated by planimeter integration as described above 
1 
and N. was obtained from the Cornell charriher calibration ·curve. 1 . 
Figure 28 shows the most recently reported sumrnary of absolute-
response measurements for a Cornell-type thick-walled ionization 21 . . . 
chamber. . The N. values reported by Fig. 28 are for an air-filled 
1 
chamber at standard conditions. A 7±'1.5% correction to these values 
was rnade to· account for the tempera,ture and pressure at which our 
Cornell chamber was filled. 
ments: 
· E. Experimental Procedure 
Tho OJ[poriinental program i,mrnlvPn twn RP.ries of measu:re-
(a) a preliminary series to demonstrate that the method 
would. in fact work, and 
(b) measurements needed for the analysis described in 
Sec. VI. D. 
(24) 
The prelim·inary series involved --in addition to counter 
plateaus, jamtning.curves,. and· delay curves--the following measure-
ments. The experimental-setup geometry, including sizes for the 
collimator holes, was experimentally determined. We feared the 
small-diameter collimators might distort a transmitted bremsstrahlung 
·spectrum sufficient! y to preclude 2% accurate measurements. . 
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0.30 
0.20 
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Photon energy (Mev) 
MU-19632 
Fig. 27o Bremsstrahlung s.pectra used for the gamma-ray counter 
calibration. 
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Fig. 28o Cornell chamber calibration curve. 
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Pair-spectrometer observations proved that a l/8-in. -diameter Pb 
collimator did not distort a transmitted spectrum. Statistical counting 
errors were less than 1% for these measurements, and no systematic 
errors due to electronic drifts were detected. Our method was to measure 
two samples of the bremsstrahlung spectrum by pair spectrometer at various 
energies. One sample was transmitted through a l/8-in. ·diamMer Pb colli-
mator and the other sample was· observed without collimation. Counting 
rates from both samples were identical within the statistical counting erro11s. 
The experimental program 1 s second part involved three measure-
ments for each peak energy: 
(a) accurate measurement of the peak energy, 
(b) measurement of the counting ratio of the gamma-ray 
·counter to the pair spectrometer, and 
(c) ·measurement of 'the ratio of pair- spectrometer counting 
to Cornell chamber char.ging. 
Threshold energy of the counter was measured. We also measured the 
relative gamma-ray counter efficiency as a function of the position and 
incidence angle of the photon beam upon the counter f;a:ce. We will brie£1 y 
discuss each measure.ment. 
Bremsstrahlung peak energies were determined by pair-spectro-
meter cutoff curves. Figure 29 shows the typical cutoff curve obtained 
for peak energy K = 232 Mev. Net pair-spectrometer counts plotted 
max. 
on Fig. 29 include cor1rection for accidentals and converter-out counts . 
. The magnetization curve for the 350 -Mev pair~pectrometer magnet is 
given in Fig. 30. Peak photon energy was computed from the relation 
10 8 
Bp = --c .J' T(T+2R) , (25) 
where B is the magnetic field, in kilogauss; p is the sum of electron and 
position radii, in em; Tis the electron kinetic energy, in ev; 
the electron rest energy, in ev. Solving for the kinetic energy, 
and R is 
we have 
(26) 
The energy needed to create an electron pair was added to T 
to obtain peak photon energy, K 
max. 
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Fig~ 29 o Pair spectrometer cutoff curve for K = 232 Mev. 
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. Figo 30o Pair spectrometer magnetization curveo 
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The ratio of gamma-ray counter to pair spectrometer was 
independent of incident flux. Approximately 0 .l o/o of the flux incident on 
the pair spectrometer was transmitted by the l/8-in. -diameter Pb colli-
mator. The net measured ratio was corrected for pair- spectrometer 
accidental s and. gamma-ray counter accidental and converter -out counts. 
Cornell chamber II was· remo~ed fr.om the beam line during this measure-
ment. Gamma-ray count rate with the l/8-in. collimator blocked was 
found to be zero. 
The ratio of pair spec;t:J;"ometer to Cornell chanber was ,measured 
with a photon flux approximately 100 times as intense as for the previous 
ratio.. Such flux increase was needed to charge Cornell Ch,ainber II at a 
mcaourablo r:1to. The pa.ir Bpectrorneter '.t!C\li Opt:'"~"::lt.;-rl nnrlP:r irh·mf:ir:n.l 
conditions for both ratio measurements. Nu sysLemaLit: th ifts were 
detected. 
Figure 31 shows the- observed gamma-ray counting rate as 
peak bremsstrahlung energy 'WaS reduced by causing the synchrotron 
e~ectron beam to fall out before peak field. Beam-fall-out delay from 
peak field was measured by a Model 545 Tektronix scope whose time scale 
was checked against a standard oscillator. Counter energy threshold was 
computed from 
[
qno (7820-T\J K = Kmax sin , . v8~0 J ( 2 7) 
where 7HZU f!Sec 1s the measured time to peak field; T is the measureu 
delay from peak field, in flSec; and K is the bremsstrahlung peak energy 
corresponding to T. 
Figure 32 shows relative gamma-ray counter. efficiencies 
measured as a function of incident-beam position and incidence angle on 
the counter face. Incident-beam diameter was less than l/4 in. 
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Fig. 31. Gamma-ray counter response curve used to measure the 
· counter threshold energy. 
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Fig. 32. Rolativo gamma-ray counter efficiency mealil1..11'em..;:o!'lh a$ a 
function of incident beam position and incidence angle. 
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F. Results 
.. . . . . . . 
, 
We presen.t in Table XIX the experimental results and the 
results of the analy·sis based on those measurements.· Table XX 
shows the· results for m·easurment of peak energy.· 
. The weightid average of the individual values'-l for 
a.= 0.136±.007. ·The gamma-ray counter efficiency is 
, (k)" (.136:.0o?) In ( 13. ~±O.so). 
Table. XIX 
Results of peak energy determina.ton 
K K 
a.. is 
1 
Cutoff Cutoff T max. max. d { 
{Mev) {kilogauss) {Mev) 1 1 b corr1cif or. dth {Mev) earn- a ou w1 
8.24±.05 4.04±.04 
14.13±.03 7.50±.03 
20.12±.05 20.12±.05 
p = 102.79±.23 em. 
R = 0 .511±.00 1 Mev 
135±1.6 136±1.6 136±1. 7 
231±1.5 231±1.5 232±1.6 
32 3 .9±2. 3 324±2.3 325±2.6 
{ ?. R) 
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Table XX 
Gamma-ray counter calibration results 
Peak energy (Mev) 
Quantity: 136 232 325 
y~/Cornell 
1 
(8.29±.29)Xl09 (9. 57±. 53)Kr.o 9 (8.88± .. 38)Xl09 
.( 3. 58±.10) Xl010 (2 .22±.06)XI010 10 a .. (1.76±.05)1.<;10 
·1 
fA. - 1 c.] 1.85±.18 2.90±.18 .3.77±.18 l 1 
a. 0.126±.0 14 
1 
0.149±.0 13 0 .134±.009 
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VII. CORRECTIONS 
This section classifies the corrections into two groups: 
(A) those applied to the observed counting rates, and (b) those applied 
to the experimental geometry. Correction for pion beam contamination 
is discussed in. Sec. II. B. 
A. Counting-Rate Corrections 
In any given experimental arrangement accidental counts 
usually arise from more than one source. Our experiment had t'..VO 
possible sources of accidental gamma-ray counts: (a) random -noise 
accidentals due to high singles rates in the various coincidence channels, 
and (b) "beam bunching" accidentals due to more than one incident pion 
per beam fine- structure bunch. Random -noise a·ccidentals were shown 
by calculation to be negligible. The calculations were based on mea-
sured single's rates in each coincidence channel, coincidence resolving 
times, and be.am duty factors. The se'cond type.of accidental arises 
from the monitor coincidence circuit!.·s inability to resolve two incident 
pions .within less than lXlO-S sec, i.e., more than one incident pion 
per fine- structure bunch. Since each incident pion may produce an 
observed gamma-ray and only one incident pion is detected, accidental 
counts arise. 
In a high-counting_.;rate experiment, measurements of the 
accidentals made by inserting delay lines may not determine the true 
accidental rate. . To justify our correction method we p1ake the following 
argument. The cyclotron beam fine structure is determined by the final· 
proton frequency and the circumferential spread of the phase- stable bunch. 
Figure 33 diagrams the cyclotron beam fine struct\;lre. 
Beam on 
Beam off I 
,. 
.. '~ 54 TilL sec ~+~ k, ...... l3 ~/ . m1-1sec 
Fig. 33. Cyclotron beam fine structure. 
. ..-:--::. 
-;· 
- r-(C•• •.• 
',. 
This fine-structure pattern continues for 400 f-LSec total fall-out time 
at a repetition rate of 64 per sec. Knowing the average incident pion 
flux, one ~an easily compute the probability for finding more than one 
- ' pion per fine- structure bunch an:d the accidental gamma-ray ·counting 
rate corresponding to this probability. The computed accidental 
counting rates agreed very closely with the accidental counting rates 
measured by delaying the monitor coincidence one fine-structure time, 
5.4Xl0-S sec, relative to the gamma-ray counter. 
We corrected for gamma-ray counts lost owing to (a) photon 
attenuation in the aluminum vacuum jacket surrounding the liquid 
' . 
hydrogen container and {b) the Dalitz process, 
0 + 
·lT - y + e f e , 
b h . h 0 73 rr1 f h 1 db 1 . 22 y w 1c . '/O o t e gamma ·rays are rep ace y an e. ectron pau. 
Photon attenuation was computed in consideration of the photon spectrum 
observed at each laboratory- sy~tem angle. We found that an average 
attenuation valid for all energies and all angles is 0. 70% ± 0. ~0%: The 
total gamma-:-ray loss due to both processes is estimated as 1.4% ± 0.5%. 
The radiative capture process, 
lT +p-+n+y, {30) 
makes a small contribution to the observed counti.ng ra.tes. Knowing the 
nega.tive -to -positive pion ph-otoproduction ratio from deuteriu~ 2 3 and 
the differential cross section for positive pion photoproduction from 
. 24,25 
hydrogen, we estimated the radiative capture eros s section in the 
c. m. frame by detailed balancing, 
do· =2 ~ {B) Py du -~ -~ ( -  ~ )2 ( ) 
) n tp-ytn (-. • \ -rr . • y+p--rr tn dw · - + P .. + dw + 
We used this cross section to estimate the corresponding laboratory-
sy.stem counting rates. 
The inelastic reactions 
{ 31) 
{32) 
.• 
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also make a small contribution to the gamma-ray counting rate. We 
estimated this contribution by assuming (a) that the lTO angular distri-
bution is isotropic and {b) that the total cross section for each reaction 
is equal to that measured for· 
lT 
b P k . 17 y er 1ns. 
+ + lT 
B. Geometrical Corrections 
Geometrical corrections were made to the quantities G,~n, 
and nt of Eq. (Al5) (Appendix A). 
( 33) 
The factor G accounts for variation of the differential cross 
section for gamma-ray production over the range of angle's detected at 
a given counter setting. Perkins has reported ·a. detailed discussion of 
our .computation method for G. 17 This factor wa·s found negli,gibly 
uiH~renl from unity for all obser·vation angles. Figure 34 shows the 
target and counter geometry used as a basis for the geometric corrections. 
The corrected solid angle, ~n, is given by 
.A ~n = ~ ( 1 + a.), 
d 
(34) 
2 
where A is the Pb converter's effective area in em , d is the distance 
from Pb converter to hydrogen target center in em, and a. is the first-
order solid-angle correction factor. Both factors a. and G were com-
puted by ·using IBM 650 programs. ·The Pb converter effective area, A, 
is 14. 5o/o less than the geometrical area. This correction accounts for 
the decrease in detector efficiency for photons incident upon the counter 
face off center and off normal. 
The target thickness, nt, is corrected for (a) variable 
target thickness .due to bowing of the walls of the liquid hydrogen vessel, 
and (b) the appreciable variation of beam intensity with beam radius as 
shown by the beam profile measurements. The average target thickness 
is 
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Beam 
I 
2b 
Counter 
MU-li55G 
Figo 34. Target and counter geometry used as .. a basis for geometric 
corrections. 
.• 
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(35} 
where p (r) is the beam profile in relative units, t(r, e) is the hydrogen 
vessel thickness in em, and n is the:Tiqu·ia hydrogen density in protons/cm 3. 
The integrals of Eq. ( 35} were evaluated by a summation approximation 
made by dividing the beam profile into concentric rings about the beam axis 
and the circumference of each ring into quadrants, 
J j p(r)rdrd9 " n \~- 2 L_ p(r) (r. -
. . 1 
1 
?. ) 
r. 1 ' 1-
j j p( r)t(r ,9)rdrd9 " L--w . 2 2 . -4 \- p(r)(r.-r. l)t(r., e.), L 1 1- 1 J 
i j 
( 36) 
(37) 
where the index i denotes the ith ring, the index j denotes the j.th qua-
r. r. - -
drant, r = 1 ; .: 1 -l , and t(r., e.) is the average target thickness in the 
1 J . 
interval t::.r.t::.e .. 
1 J 
The target th'icknesses (in em) were measured by micro-
meter by using the grid of dots em the hydrogen vessel walls. The average 
target thi~kness is (4.59±0.09) X 10 23 protons/cm 2 . This number is valid 
for the hydrogen vessel at liquid hydrogen temperature and includes a lo/o 
correction for the residual hydrogen gas present during target-empty 
tneasurements. 
VIII. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
Our purpose in this section is to discuss the results con-
tained in Tables V~II 1 IX, X, XI, and XII in terms of the evidence for 
t}?.e presence of d-wave scattering. Our dis.cussion is motivated by the 
total la~k of evidence for d-wave scattering in c.harge-ex~hange reaction 
. . 
to date. The only other work in our energy range, by Korenchenko and 
Zinov, l,2 reports no coefficients a 1 ~nd a 5. Th~se ge-ntlemen analyzed 
their experiment by the approximate m~thod outlined at the beginning of 
our Sec. IV. In their analysis of the 240- 270-, and 307-Mev experi-
ments they included only s- and p-wave scattering. At 333 Mev they 
made two fits to their data. The fir!lt fit, a 3=coefficient fit, assutueu 
only s- and p-wave scattering and yielded a least-squares sumS= 1.51. 
The second fit, a 5-coefficient. fit, included provision for d-wave :· --
scattering also. Their result was b 4 = 0.18±0.63, b 5 = 0.04±.54 and 
S =_ 1.27, _~here b 4 and b 5 are coefficients of the gamma-ray differential 
cross section of Eq. (7). They correctly state that no conclusion could. 
be drawn concerning d-wave scatter1ng from this result. Thus, when 
they inverted the gamma-ray differential cross section to obtain-the 
charget7exchange differential cross section of Eq .. (8), only s-and p-waves 
were considered. It is unfortunate that they applied to their results no 
statistical goodness-of-fit criteria other than the least-squares sum 
value. AliY additional evidence we can l;e!JOrl will assist Lhe resulutiun 
of the probl.em. We have performed a 1-, 2.-, 3-, 4-, and 5-coefficient 
fit of Eq. (8) to the data at each energy. Two statistical goodness-of-fit 
tests have been applied to these results. 
·As background for this discussion we recall to mind the 
following points. The experimental charge-exchange scatte:r:ing data 
have been fitted to the function 
dcr 
·cl.n ( 8) 
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From the physics of the angular 'distribution. we can readily show which 
orbital angular momentum states contributes to a given coefficient a 1 . 
We find that: 
s and d waves contribute to a 1; 
s, p, and d waves contribute to a 2 ; 
p waves only contribute to a 3 ; 
p and d waves contribute to a 4 ; and 
d waves only contribute to a 5 . 
We have of course assumed that orbital angular momentum states 
higher than the d state are absent. 
It is reasonable to expect that the contribution of d-wave 
scattering to coeffici~nts a 1 and a. 2 is insignificant relative to the s-
and p-wave contributions. Therefore, nonzero coefficients a 5 or a4~or 
both) would consti~ute the most direct evidence for the presence of 
.d-wave scattering. Withou~ c~msidering in detail t~e extreme! y compli-
cated .expressions for a 4 and a 5 iri terms of scattering phase shifts, we 
can observe from basic physics that 
1. coefficient a 4 arises frorri F-and d-wave interference, 
and thus the d-wave phase shifts appear in its expression 
to first order only, and 
2. coefficient a' 5 , being. a p'l,lre d-wave term, is expressed 
in terms of d-wave phase shifts to the second order. 
With this introduction we discuss the results of the tables mentioned 
above and Figs. 19 and 20 (See Sec. V) .. r;igure 19 shows our results 
for c.oefficient.a4 as_ a function of ~ncident pion kinetic ener~y for both 
a four- and a five-.coefficient fit to the data. Figure 20 shows our 
results for c~efficient a 5 as a function of incident pion kinetic energy for 
a five-coefficient fit to the data. As for as coefficient a 4 is concerned 
Fig. 19 shows virt'l,lally identical results whether or not the fifth co-
efficient is added to the fitting function, Eq. ( 8). Unfortunate! y neither 
the a 4 nor. a 5 coeffici~nt is statistically nonzero with high probability, 
even at the highest energy. 
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To extract additional ~information concerning: the adequacy 
or goodness of the fits to our data we have-performed two related statis-
. . h h' "d 26,27 tical goodness-of-fit tests. The flrst 1s t e Pearson c 1-square test, 
and the second is t~e so-called F test, 2 7 which supplements the X 2 test. 
We will discuss each test briefly. 
The object of the x 2 test is to obt.ain a criterion for the 
numB.er.:of coefficients that must be included in the fitting function to 
adequately fit the data. '!'he necessa:ry quantities for -the test are 
2 . 2 
X = S/ cr = S 
and 
K = N -I- 1, 
(38) 
(39) 
where S is the least-squares .sum of weighted residuals; a is the variance 
of a function of unit weight, K is the number of degrees of freedom, N is 
th~ number of obser;ation angles, and 1. ·is the number of coefficients of 
2 Eq. (8) used to fit the data. The value of x and the number of degrees 
of freedo~, K, ·define a probability P-- the probability that the value .of 
X 2 should \xceed the value obtained by assuming a given fitting function. 
According to Cziffra and Mora.;scik, 2 7 the value of P will in general 
reach a plateau value as I, the number of coefficients used in the fitting 
function, is increased. The value of P is generally rather insensitive to 
the number of coefficients once the plateau values havP. hP.P.n rP.ached. 
Thus the number of coefficients needed for the "best" fit is the. smallest 
I value on the plateau. 
The plateau value of P may be used to decide whether the 
"best•• £if indicated by the plateau is indeec;i a good fit. _Accordi"?-g to 
26 . . . 
Evans we may interpret the value of P by considerit;g that: 
·.•• J 
(a) the assumed function very probably corresponds to the 
ob.served one if Plies between .0.10 and0.90 (1.65 standard 
deviations), 
(b) the assumed function is extremely unlikely should p be 
less than 0.02 or more than 0.98 (2.35 standard deviations). 
Of course these values are somewhat arbitrary, depending on the confi-
dence levels one wishes to use. To summarize the first statistical test, 
2 
the Pear son X test, we say that if affords a method for obtaining a 
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"best" fit .and deciding if this fit is indeed a good fit. It would be desire-
able to also have an auxiliary test to tell us the probability that we were 
correc_t in assuming that the coefficients a1 for I. greater than the smallest 
plateau value ("best" fit value) are indeed zero. 
The second statistical test, the so-called F test, 27 is just 
2 
such a test used to corroborate the X tesL The F test gives the probabi-
lity, o~ the basis of the available data, that a given a 1 = 0. We will 
briefly outline the F test ~ccording to Cziffra and Moravscik. 2 7 
0 ne evaluates the quantity 
S(K) 
where K is the number of degrees of freedom corresponding to I., and 
(40) 
s1 and s1 _1 are the observed least-squares sums of weighted residuals 
for fits using I. and £.-1 coefficients, respectively. The quantities s1 and 
(51 _1 - s1 ) obey a x 
2 distribution with 1K degrees of freedom and one 
degree of freedom, respectively. The distribution of two X 2 variables 
divided by their respective degrees of freedom is defined as .a Fisher 
. . . 
distribution, F(k 1, k 2 ), where k 1 and k 2 are the number of degrees of 
freedom of the numerator and denominator, respect~vely. Therefore 
S(k) has an F( 1, K) distribution. The probability P for 
S(lK) y F (K) (41) p 
may be ~ho~n to be 
F(l, K) dF. (42) 
T_o apply the F test in practice one states that for S(K} ·;;;;.. F p(K) one may 
_assume a.f =· 0 with a probability P of being correct in this assumption . 
. Cziffra and Moravscik present a t"able giving values ofF (K) for a given 
value of K and p. 2 7 To conclude our discussion of the te~ts we note that 
even if the F test indicates with high probability that a is 0, it is still 
1 
\ 
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possible that a 1 +l' a 1 +2 . etc. are not-,z~ro. However, if the F test 
is always used in conjunction with the x; 2 test one n~ed not fear ter-
minating the fitting function premature! y. 
To perform these statistical tests we used the LSMFT pro-
gram to compute a fit of our results to E·q. (8). for five cases: 
(a) an s-wave fit using one ·coefficient (a 1), 
(b) ·an s- and p-wave fit using two coefficients (a 1 and a 2 ). 
(c) an s-and p-wave fit using three coefficients (a 1, a 2 , 
and a 3 ), 
(d) an s-, p-, and d-wave fit using four coetiicient!> {a 1, 
a 2 , a 3 , and a 4 ), 
(e) an sQ, pQ, and d-wave fit u!!!ili.g five coefficients (a 1, 
a 2 , a 3 , a 4 , and a 5). 2 . 
Table XXI presents the results of the X and F tests. We observed 
that at ee3;ch e~ergy the x 2 probability, P, does indeed rea<;h a definite 
plateau at 1 = 3, i.e., a three-parameter fit is the "best" fit. The 
absolute values of P on the plateaus-indicate that at each energy the 
11 best" fit is indeed a good fit. The values of x 2 are decidely less 
than their expection value, K, at eacq energy .. This indicates that the 
experimental errors on the coefficients have been reported conserva-
tively. 27 ' There is, as .expected, a less than lo/o probability at each 
energy that less than a three-coefficientfit is adequate. The results 
for the one- and two-coefficient fits are included to dramatically show 
the plateaus.· We also note the relatively insensitive behaviour of the 
XL pr;bab~lity for .£?--3. If there were an increase in the importance 
. of d-wave scattering with increasing energy one might expect to see a 
tre~d towards higher values of P for .1.=4 and .£=5 fits relative to the 
P values for 1=3 fits. Table XXI shows no s'uch trend in the P values 
except at the lowest energy, 230 Mev, where there is no evidence for 
d-wave scattering in any TT-p reaction. Finally, we observe that at 
each energy the F test probability P indicates: 
(a) a less than 0.1% probability that 'coeffi.cien.t a 3=0, and 
·(b) r.e~sonable probabilities that coefficients a 4=a 5=0. 
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· Table XXI, ... 
.. . . "· . 2 
Res·ults ofthe Pearson X t'e st and the F. test 
'"• 
Number of Degrees 2 .. 
Energy parameters of X F btflf·\. 
used for fit, freedom 
. 2 probability pro a 1 1ty (MeV) . £.· :K .) X p p 
230 1 8 183.7 << b.o 1 --
2' 7 85.35 < 0.01 0.03 
., 
.. 
3 6 2.41 0.85 <<0 .001 
4 5 1.09 0.93 0.07 
•' 
.. ... 
··5· 4 0.89 0.91 0.35 
.. ~ ·. 
260 1 7 299.3 << 0.01 
2 6 93.29 < 0.01 0.02 
3 5 1.62 0.90 <<0 .001 
4 4 1.56. 0.80 0.90 
5 3 1. 35 0. 75 0.55 
290 1 7 462.9 << 0.01 
2 6 107.7 <0.01 0.005 
3 5 2.03 0.81 <<0.001 
4 4 0.94 0.90 0.08 
5 3 0.82 0.83 0.55 
317 1 7 514.2. << 0.01 
2 6 82.4 < 0.01 0.001 
3 5 1.67 0.87 <<0 .001 
4 4 1.65 0.79 0.85 
5 3 0.93 0.80 0.20 
371 1 8 660.5 << 0.01 
2 7 94.23 < 0.01 0.001 
3 6 4.47 0.60 <<0 .001 
4 5 4.12 0.52 0.60 
5 4 3.80 0.40 0.65 
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Thus we can only· conclude that, 
(a) only s-and p-wave scattering_.adequately fit our measure-
ments, and 
(b) the presence of d-wave scattering :is rather unlikely. 
The. F-test values give us'a q~antitativ~ measure of-the pro-
. . 
bab'ility that d-wave scattering is negli~gible. However, we shoulq note 
that the F test is derived by assuming that the variables are normally 
distributed, that they obey an underlying physical law expressible in an 
infinite senes, and thata lal'ge number uf term::; u.C Ll1t:: ~el'ies .!'.1"~ in-
27 
eluded in the analysis. Therefore, the. F-test values are only partly 
quantitative since one hao no formahsm to test how closely t.lHHll-! a~>­
sumptions are· satisfied in' ahy given case. 28 
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IX. CONCLUSION 
We conclude on the basis of the. statistical tests described 
in Sec. VIII that only s·and p waves· are necessary to adequately fit our 
measurments from 2.30· to 3 71 Mev. 
There appears to be no need to include d-wave scattering to 
fit charge -exchange experiments up through 371 Mev. The published 
. 11 
results below 220 Mev, the results of Ashkin et al. at 220 Mev, the 
12 
results of Korenchenko and Zinov from 240 to 333 Mev, J and the 
results of this experiment establish this statement. . 
The 'IT- -p elastic scattering and 'IT+ -p scattering measurm~nts 
in our energy range appear to requi-re d waves for .adequate interpretation. 
A very brief summary of the results of these experiments is: 
1. Goodwin et al. Z9 require d waves for the 'IT- -p elastic 
. . 29-33 
scattering at 290, 371, and 42 7 Mev but not at 2 30 Mev; 
2. Korenchenko and Zinov, for the 'IT- -p elastic scattering 
reaction, show in their analyses at 307 and 333 Mev a 
slight preference for a d-wave fit, but their result is not 
conclusive; 
3. 31 Foote, et al. showed in the analysis of their recent 
'IT+ -p scattering experiment at 310 Mev, which included 
measurement of the recoil proton polarization, that d waves 
were necessary for obtaining an adequate fit to the data. 
These most recent results raise the interesting question, Why 
are d ~aves not found necessary. to fit adequately all three 'IT-p reactions at 
300 Mev and above? Of course, the results are not inconsistent with the 
possibility that the effect of the d-wave phase shifts for charge-exchange 
scattering just cancels out, or that the effects of other 'ITO -meson-producing 
reactions cancels the d-wave contribution. Another possibility is that a 
significant relative error exists among ~he various experiments. The 
author thinks the latter possibility rather unlikely, and presents the 
following comments to partly support this opinion. We recall that the 
work of Goodwin and this experiment we.re performed simultaneously at 
. . . 
230 and 290.Mev. · T~e 371-Mev ,measurements of both experiments were 
not simultaneous but were performed by using identical pion beams, the 
same hydrogen target and the same auxiliary equipment, and operating 
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techniques standardized within our research group. Both the 1T -p 
elastic scattering and 1T- -p charge-exchange total cross sections and 
angular distribution coefficients agree well with independent measure-
ments of their respective reactions. Goodwin and the author have 
s.tan'dardized the methods of interpreting the statistical goodness,of-fit 
criteria. These factors taken together tend to argue against significant 
r.elative errors. 
A few remarks germane to the position of these experiments 
relative to future research programs are perhaps appropriate. Future. 
experimental work on charge -exchange scattering could, in the author's 
. opinion, take at least three approaches, but only one seems to afford 
promise in assisting to answer the d-wave question posed by this experi-
ment. The three_approaches are: 
(a) to attain great~r accuracy in the· differential eros s section, 
·(b) . to extend the differential-eros s- section measurements to 
higher energies, 
(c) to measu.re the recoii-nucleon·polarization. 
We .have be.en ·able to reduce the size of errors previously 
1 2 . 
reported. ' o~ly by considerable effo:r:t in calibrating the gamma-ray 
counter to ±5.3 o/o ~ccuracy, by ~lectronic computer analysis using the 
more exact expressions' and by a painstaking program of correction. 
The author feels that a significant further reduction of the errors on co-
eHicients a 4 and a 5 will not be easily attained. 
To extend charge-exchange experiments by counter techniques 
to energies above 400 Mev one inust solve the.diffi~ult experimental problem 
of differentiating between gamma 'ray~ from the char g·e -exchange reaction 
and those arising' from the inelastic 1r0 -meson production processes (22) 
and (23). The kinematic problem of a three:-body final state which sub-
seq·uently decays into photons is, to say the least, formidable. We 
estimated these processes as a 3% to 10% correction to our 371-Mev 
angular distri'ib.l!ltion. Therefore, precision work by our method above 
400 Mev 'depends on accurate correction for the· inelastic processes. One 
can discriminate against much inelastic background on a kinematic basis 
by using two gamma-:ray counters ~Ol count gamma- gamma coincidences. 
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However, the estimated c.ounting rates are not adequate for precision 
work, owing es:pecially to solid-angle factors and the relatively low 
efficiency of ~:each gamma-ray counter. 
Recoil-nucleon. polarization measurements se~m to me 
likely to yield the greatest amo.unt of useful information for Cl. given 
amount of experiaT.ental effort. To date few recoil-'I:l:·ucleon polarization 
measurements have been made. Polarization data have been extremely 
useful. in selecting various .sets of.·phase shifts ~hat were otherwise 
. d' ... . . l bl -31 1n 1~tlngu1::> 1a · e. .· 
A theoretical approach to the d-wave problem is of course 
the phase-,.shift analysis.. The 1T+ -p scattering, being pure I= .3/2 state, 
requires three charge-independent phase shifts for s-and p-wave 
scattering and five phase shift(:l if d-wave scattering is included. Analysis 
:of the 1T -p reac.ti.ons is .considerably complicated by the presence of both 
isotopic .spin states I= 3/2 and I= 1/2. Ten charge-independent phase 
shifts are necessary to include s-, p-, .and d-wa:ve scattering. The 
complexity o~ the problem. is evident i~ one writes out the explicit forms 
for the 1T -p coefficients in terms of the ten phase shifts. 
I feel that if ad-wave phase-shift analysis is desirable it 
should include all the available data over a wide range of energies, and 
should be a cooperative effort among various groups interested in the 
problem. The cost of uncoordinated efforts, in terms of men's time and 
funds, could be large relative to the amount of information obtained. 
Such a program could be undertaken in two steps. Firstly, a 
small group could analyze the expressions involved in such an analysis 
to determine what experimental accuracy is necessary--especially for 
1T- -p scattering- -to obtain phase shifts of sufficient accuracy to be use-
fully compared with theory. Secondly, the various groups could con-
tribute toward writing one computer program sufficient! y general to 
process all present data and to make reasonable allowance for future 
data. Such a general program should be made capable of solving for the 
"best fit" set of phase shifts as a function of energy by tracking techniques. 
At least two comprehensive phase- shift analyses including only s- and 
p-wave scattering have been performed and could form a foundation for 
. 32 33 
such a general d-wa:ve analys1s. ' 
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APPENDIX A 
I 
·,, This appendix presents the derivation of the data-analysis 
., 
_, 
method. We have discussed the ideas involved in the method and the 
reasons for its adoption even though it is analytically complicated. 
The extensive nom·enclature required causes some confusion upon 
initial acquaintance. We must consider three coordiante frames; the 
0 1T -meson rest frame, the 1T- -p center-of-mass frame, and the 
laboratory frame. Figure ~5 ne.fines the various angle B involved. 
Table XXII defines the necessary symbols. The following nomenclature 
-
rules are helpful: 
(a) 0 all 1T quantities in its own rest frame are subscripted 
zero ( i . e . , dw· 0 ), 
all 1To quantities in the c. m. frame have no subscript or (b) 
superscript (i.e., dw), 
.(c) ally-ray quantities in the c. m. are primed (i.e., dw'), 
(d) all y-ray quantities in the labframe are capitalized 
(i.e., drl). 
The sole exception is that y
0 
and 11
0 
denote motion of the c. m. frame 
in the lab frame. 
Symbol 
-1 
cos a 
-1 
COS X 
- l 
cos y 
-1 
cos z 
d-w 
0 
dw=da d t; 1 
d4)J 1 =dxd t; 1 
dn 
t;' 
y and 11 
"tand 11,0 
Table XXII 
Definition 
it0 angle relative to 1T direction in c. m. frame 
0 y-ray angle relative to 1T direction in c. m. frame 
y-ray angle relative to 1T direction in c.m. frame 
y-ray angle relative to 1T direction in lab frame 
solid-angle element in 1T 0 rest frame 
solid-angle element into which ·0 c. m. frame 1T goes 1n 
solid-angle element into which y-ray goes in c. m. 
frame 
solid-angle element into which y-ray goes in lab frame 
azimuth-angle associated with dw and dW' 1 in c.m. hame 
denote motion of it0 rest frame in the c. m. frame 
denote motion of c. m. frame in the lab frame 
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·Center-:of-ma ss frame 
v· 
I 
La bora tory frame 
P7T... P 
MU-19814 
Fig. 35. Definitions of the angles involve·d in the derivation of the 
analysis method. 
,., 
,_, 
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0 The 'IT meson's cel).ter,..of-mas,s angul~u .di,strib.ution may 
be written· 
d<T 0 
'IT 
dw 
5 
<~= a1 P1 _1(a), 
.f=l 
where index 1 runs through 1 = 5. to inclll;de provision for d-wave 
scattering. 
Since the 'ITO rneson decay~ isotropically in its own rest 
frame, the probability for 'finding a gamma ray in element dw 0 is 
The same probability for ele-ment dw' in the c. m. frame is 
. . 1/2 ft (::?) dW' , 
(Al),(8) 
(A2) 
(A3) 
and the c. m. differential cross section for gamma-ray production is 
2 .. -
d <T~a., x} 
dwdw' -
" . . 34 is the Lorentz transformatlon, 
By Eq. (Al) and (A5) we have 
2 . d <T (a., x) 
'I 
dw dw' 
l 
- 2'TT 
··. \. 
5 
1 ~ 
. .f = 1 
(A4) 
.(A5) 
(A6) 
expressing the gatnma-ray differential cross section in terms of the 
l b . d 0 d" . - 1 d b c. m. ang es etween 'IT an 'IT 1rect1ons, cos a., an etween garr.tma-
·o -1 
ray and 'IT directions, cos x. Figure 35 shows that this formulation 
-9 7- ... 
is undesirable, since. we observe neither angle. ·we do observe the 
angle between gamma-ray and 1T directions, cos -ly. 
The addition theorem for spherical harmonics performs the 
d . d f . 35 es1re trans ormatlon, 
I 
m=f.l 
A = ( 2 -5 . ) ( 1 - m.-).t P~_ l ( y); 
m m{) (.t+m)~ ~ 
5 0 is the Kroneck~r delta, haviug unity value for :zero m arid ze:rn m 
value for nonzero m. The gamma-r·ay differential cross section 
becomes 
l 
a1 I (2-6m 0) P1"\(x)P1": 1(y) cos m~' 
.m={) 
(A 7) 
(AO) 
(A9.) 
We simplify by integrating out the azimu.thal dependence of 
~l~rn~ht d<.J: = d x dt:, •. Owing to the integral 
cos m~ 1 dt,' = 0 form J 0, 
= 21T for m = 0, 
only them = 0 term contributes to (A9): 
5 
\ 
= I 
'r=1 
Integrating out x and transforming to the laboratory frame by 
l 
(A 10) 
(A 11) 
(A 12) 
--------------------..,-----------~,.....,.,-,~~--~-~-- . ·'··---· .... ~·-·· ·-·~- ···--·······--.~-----· 
.,. 
yields the gamma-ray d~fferential cross section in the lab frame, 
5 +1 
du 1 L alPt-l(y) Jl pt-l(x) dx. y-dn - 2 2 ( y 0 _,0 z) ( y -1']X) 
.f=l 
The observed net gamma-ray counting rates, (' y \ ,' are 
· iiet 
l't:laletl lu the cross section by defining an "apparentii cross section 
7 for gamma-ray production in the c. m. frame, 
(y/M)net(yo- 11oz/' 
(Nt) fG6.n 
(A13), (9) 
(A14), ( 10) 
where Ntis the average target thickness in protons/cm2 , f is the pion 
percentage of the beam, G is a geometrical correction factor for finite 
target and counter size, 6.n is the subtended solid angle in steradians, 
and (y0 -,0 z)
2 is the Lorentz transformation factor between the lab and 
c.m. frames. 
Equating (A 13) and (A 14), we have 
e(x,z)ll-l (x)dx 
2 ( y-,x) 
( Al5) ,( 11) 
The explicit energy'· dep·endence of ·the gamma-ray detection efficiency 
is tnus incorporated into the analysis. This treatment is 'exact except. 
for the slight dependence of G 6. n on x. The dependence has been ac-
counted for by using a properly averaged v~lue for G6.Q. 
It is convenient to define 
Y(z)= 
Equation (A 15) becomes 
where 
+ 1 . 
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e(x, z)Jf _ 1 (x)dx 
2 ( '{-Tlx) 
P1 _ 1(x)dx 
2 ( '{ --,.,x) 
(Al6), ( 12) 
(Al7),( 13) 
( 18) ' ( 14) 
We obtain for each lab observing anglP. one linear equation, (A 17), in 
terms of the desired coefficients a
1
. (A least-squares solution for the 
a1 by IBM 650 computer "is described in Section IV.) 
We show lastly that the gamma-ray counter detection 
efficiency is a function only of x and z. Angles in two coordinate frames 
moving relativistically. with r,espect _to each other are related by the 
aberration formula, 
y =(~~~~:~j. (Al9),(15) 
where y is cosine of the angle in the moving frame (c. m. frame), z is 
cosine of the lab observing angl~, and Yo._ and n0 _denote the c. m. frame 
- 1 I ._, . . . . . ·. . .. ..,. . 
velocity observed at cos z (·lab) is· obtaihe'd by Loreptz transformation 
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of the fourth component of the photon's 4-momentum vector from . 
(a) 
(b) 
The result is 
the tr0 rest frame to the ·c;m.fr.ame, and then 
. . 34 
from the c. m. frame to the lab frame. 
("o + 11 oY> 
( '1-'l'lx) 
(A20) 
0 .. 
where K
0 
is one-half the TT rest energy, 'I and·11 denote motion factors 
of the ;r0 rest !'rame in the c. m. frame, and K is the observed photon 
en.~rgy. Th.e . .forms of Eqs. (Al9) and (A20) show tha~ the detector 
efficiency, e(K), is a function of on~.Y x and z . 
. ·, 
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APPENDIX B 
Expressions necessary to obtain the gamma-ray counter 
efficiency from experimental measurements are derived as follows: 
The number of gamma-ray telescope counts per f.LCOulomb 
may be written 
e(K)N.(K) dK, 
1 
(B 1) 
where e(K) is the desired counter efficiency, in counts per photon; N.(K) 
. . 1 
is the bremsstrahlung spectrum for peak photon energy K · , in 
max. 
photons iJer Mev; and Kth is the threshold energy of the counler, in Mev. 
The counter telescope is insensitive to incident photons of energy less 
than Kth" · 
From a preliminary calibration experiment we learned that 
the efficiency was closely approximated by the function 
<{K) = a. 1n (~,~ , (B2) ,( 19) 
where K is the incident photon energy in Mev, and the .. ,parameter to be 
determined is a in counts/photon. Provision wa~ n1ade in our a.naly~i s 
for consideration of a more complicated efficiency function, 
n 
- (K - m) , 
where m is an energy parameter (in Mev) denoting that the efficiency 
departs from a 1nK dependence and n is an appropriate dimensionless 
exponent. Our analysis demonstrated that within the experimental 
accuracy Eq. (B2) was a sufficiently good approximation.· 
Let us define 
(B3) 
. ~-
(B4) 
,~·· 
- ro2 ·-
and the constant, a., 
l 
having dimensions of photons/ fJ.COulomb, by 
. 20 
where Bi(K) are the Schiff bremsstrahlung spectra.:: ·. 
It is 
Equation (Bl) becomes 
'(. = aa. 
1 l i
.Kmax. 
{.fnK-1) 
Kth. 
convenient to define the integrals 
:B.(K) 
B. (K) l . 
~- dK. 
!Kmaxi Ai ~ .fnK . l --:-y{ dk, 
c -i=-
Kth 
{
Kmax. 
. lBi( K) 
-y-
. Kth. 
dK 
A. and G. are dimensionless; B. is in Mev. l l l 
The parameter d. is given by 
'(. 
l 
One such equation is obtained from measurements at each peak energy 
K 
max. 
l The constant a. is obtained by means of the definition of 
. 36 l 
effective quanta, Q: 
(B5) 
(B7) 
( B8) ,( 2 0) 
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K 
.:··, 
i ax. 1K N.(K) dk. )o 1 . N = Q.K i 1 max. 
By (B5) we have 
N. =a. 
1 1 
and, by (B?) 
N. 
1 
a. = 
1 B. 
1 
1 
J
Krnax. . .· ·-
.:~1(K)dK, 
0 .. : .. 
.<C..:'. I .. ' 
. ' ·· .. 
where N. is in Mev/ fJ.COu1ornb and B. is in Mev. 
1 ' . 1 . 
(B9) 
'·. 
(B 10) 
(B 11), ( 24) 
.. 
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